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Hazardous chemical causes evacuation
Potentially
explosive acid
moved to Herty

The GSU diamond Eagles swept the
23rd-ranked Georgia Tech Yellow
Jackets in a two-game series at J.I.
Clements field Sunday. Tech was last
swept when South Carolina sent 'em
home in 1978 ...
Please see story, page 6

By John Munford

Assistant News Editor

BRIEFLY...

World's 6,000 languages
may soon shrink in half
The Associated Press

I?

ATLANTA — The world's 6,000 languages are dying off quickly, and up to half
of them will probably become extinct during the next century, experts predicted.
"I call this a catastrophe — the rate of
loss of mankind's linguistic diversity," said
Michael Krauss ofthe University ofAlaska.
While once languages were suppressed
by government policy, the forces conspiring against native tongues now seem to be
largely electronic. Satellite television, cellular telephones and the Internet all let
people speak to each other instantly all
over the world, and all drive the need for
languages that many understand.
In most cases, that language is English.
Even defenders of dying languages concede this is not necessarily a bad thing,
since a common language clearly allows
people to communicate easily. For instance,
scientists the world over often speak to
each other in English, whether their labs
are in France or Taiwan.
However, linguists attending a conference Saturday of the American Association for the Advancement of Science urged
the preservation of small languages, rather
than allowing them to be swallowed up by
English, Arabic, Spanish and other major
languages.

WORD OF THE DAY
epicure (ep' i kyoor) n. 1 A person
with refined taste, esp. in food and
wine. 2. A person devoted to sensuous
pleasure and luxurious living.
Source: The American Heritage College Dictionary

'BORO WEATHER
TODAY
It will be partly cloudy
throughout the day, with
a high in the mid-60sand
a low in the mid-40s
WEDNESDAY
It will continue to be
partly cloudy, with a
high in the upper
60s and a low in
the lower 40s.
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It is a desire of The George-Anne toprintthe
news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as possible. If you feel that something
covered is in error, contact a member of the
editorial staff at 681-5246 as soon as possible.
Thank you.
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Liked By Many, Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All
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Enoch W. Autry

Safety Engineering Manager Jay Burdette (far left) sits down while
inspectors remove acid from storage in the Biology Building.

The right half of the Biology
Building was evacuated Friday morning as a potentially
explosive chemical was transferred from the biology department storage room to the Herty
Building as a precautionary
measure.
GSU Safety Engineering
Manager Jay Burdett handled
the move of the picric acid
which, in its crystallized form,
could explode if jarred.
"We had Chemistry Professor Dr. Bob Nelson evaluate
the situation and he felt that
peroxides had formed in the
bottle," Burdett said. "That's
when it becomes unstable.
"We wanted to put it under
lock and key, so we moved it so
there would be no access to it
by the general public. We stabilized it by packing it in vermiculite in a closed container

to limit the chance of any shock.
If I would have tripped [while
transporting the acid], there
would have been a lot of danger
involved because it would have
detonated."
The acid was found by biology, professors
Wayne
Krissinger and Oscar Pung,
who were sorting out the acids
in the closet to determine which
ones should be kept.
"There wasn't any spillage
in the closet," Krissinger said.
"[The picric acid] was in an
acrious solution and it's much
less dangerous — as long as
it's mixed with water. When
it's in the crystalline form is
when it becomes dangerous,"
he said.
"We called in the hazardous
waste people and they did the
proper things to get rid of the
chemicals. What they did was
just precautionary. I thought
they could have done it at a
better time of day."
Chemistry Professor Robert
Boxer said without knowing
which acids in the closet had
crystallized, there is no way to

predict what reactions could
have occurred.
When the right half of the
building was evacuated, public safety officers were stationed at the exits to control
access to the building while
the acid was transferred.
Biology Department Chair
John Averitt said there were
"very few" acids that had crystallized in the closet, adding
that Burdett had reported the
picric acid was very stable and
not crystallized.
He also said no particular
professor is in charge of keeping the closet in order.
" Each individual orders the
supplies they need," Averitt
said.
No one knew how long the
acid had been in storage, so
Pung and Krissinger made the
decision to dispose of it.
'When the acid gets really
old, it starts to evaporate and
then it crystallizes," Pung said.
"[It had been up there] a few
years is all. It's not like it has
been up there since the turn of
the century."

Athletic department wants
Deloach is Miss GSU
second increase in student fees
By Chris Sherwood

that are unsafe or unsupervised, and GSU will
do everything it can not to reduce opportunities
For the second consecutive year, the GSU for students. Any real reductions would be
athletic department has requested a $5 in- difficult. GSU does not wish to reduce sport
crease in student fees for the fiscal year 1996 offerings or support for the dance team. It
budget. The vote by the SGA can't directly block would likely be very difficult for athletics to
reduce its total support of the band and still
an increase, but it carries weight.
SGA President Ryran Traylor said although have a band.
NCAA regulations require Division I schools
they could vote against the increase, the Facsponsor 14 sports, seven men's and seven
ulty Senate could still approve it.
Based on 14,000 as the enrollment for GSU, women's teams. GSU sponsors 15, one above
the $5 increase would net an additional $70,000 the minimum. The NCAA gives schools who do
each quarter.
sponsor more than the minimum a couple of
'We will have a forum March 1 in the Russell thousand dollars per sport each year. The
Union at noon to let students ask questions amount fluctuates.
One of the reasons the athletic department
about the fee increase," Traylor said. "The
Facutly/Senate will meet and the increase will will have $145,000 less for next year is the fact
the football team will not be playing a Division
go before the committee for a vote."
Prior to last year's increase, the SGA had a I opponent.
"A lot of people complained about playing
forum and only a few students showed up.
Athletic Director David "Bucky" Wagner sub- Miami," Traylor said. 'When we played them
mitted a proposal outlining the current fiscal we received $180,000, and next year we will
situation to SGA which stated the estimated make $40,000."
Another reason for the lack of a Division I
expenses for the fiscal year 1996 exceed the
opponent is the resistance of those schools to
estimated revenue by $267,385.
"Last year the athletic department verbally play Division I-AA teams like GSU. A Division
agreed that they would not come back and ask I team must have at least six victories in a
for another increase," Traylor said. 'We're go- season over Division I teams in order to be
eligble for a bowl game.
ing to ask for it in writing this year."
Kim Wagner
According to official documents, the actual Cyndi Deloach waves to the crowd after being crowned Miss GSU.
According to the athletic department proposal, if the increase was not made, one sport and projected expenditures from fiscal years
By Kim Wagner
Tattnall County, Deloach was
and several other expenditures would have to 1993-1996, the athletic dartment was under Senior Staff Writer
crowned Miss Tattnall County
budget during 1993 and 1994, but was over
be cut.
With her colorful Polynesian in 1994.
The athletic department proposal states: If budget for fiscal year 1995. The proposed budDance to authentic Tahitian
In June, Deloach will repreGSU eliminated men's cross country; all sup- get for fiscal year 1996 will be under budget.
music
Cyndi Deloach danced sent GSU in the Miss Georgia
port of the dance team and the marching and
The athletic department cleared $ 144,837.96
pep bands; eliminated all graduate assistants in fiscal year 1993, cleared $40,256.48 in fiscal her way to being crowned Miss Pageant in Columbus. The
and student coaches, managers, and trainers; year 1994, was over budget by $209,042 in fiscal GSU at the 47th annual schol- winner of this pageant will
the team physician; restrict fall teams who year 1995 and in the proposed fiscal year 1996 arship pageant on Saturday compete in the Miss America
night in the Union Ballroom.
Pageant in Atlantic City.
come in early to practice; and reduce field main- budget they will clear by $61,993.20.
"I'm really grateful for havDeloach was awarded a
The student fees for fiscal year 1993 totaled
tenance, the school could reduce expenses by
ing
the
experience
to
be
in
the
$1000
grant-in-aid, a crown,
$2,094,300.18, fiscal year 1994 totaled
$150,000.
pageant,"
said
Deloach,
who
roses,
a
trophy, a one month
Wagner said the athletic department was $2,200,834.74, fiscal year 1995 totaled
was
sponsored
by
Perimeter
membership
to Gold's Gym and
not sure how many of the reductions would be $2,447,252 and the projected revenues for fiscal
Realty
and
Management
Coma
gift
certificate
to Archibald's.
realistic. GSU cannot put athletes in conditions year 1996 is $2,449,620.
pany. "I feel like it's a great
"I thought that it was a
honor to represent GSU be- tough competition," Deloach
cause I'll also be representing said. "The girls had great talall the students at GSU."
ents and they were all very
By Chris Sherwood
committee meeting, he was told to select the team,"Vargo said.
In addition to receiving the intelligent. It was great beNews Editor
he would have to bring sup- "The purpose is to collaborate
crown, Deloach also won in the cause I got to meet a lot of nice
A GSU faculty member has portingdocumentation andhis and write one selection proswimsuit competition.
girls."
been selected to an Olympic criteria for the selection of the cess which will be submitted
Following in her three older
Included in the Queen's
to the USOC for approval, it
Committee for the 1996 track and field athletes.
brothers' footsteps, Deloach is court is Malia Phillips first
"This will be a one shot deal, (the criteria) must be on file
Paralympic Games by the
working on a degree in Inter- runner-up, second runner-up
United States Olympic Com- the revisions will have to be in the USOC by the first of
national Business and a minor Diane Prather, Carlette Wilmittee. The Paralympics rep- made after the April 1 dead- April. There needs to be time
in Spanish. For her platform son third runner-up and Hato make any possible revisions
resent the apex for competi- line "Vargo said.
she hopes to familiarize His- zel Smith fourth runner-up.
"There will be eight people by the August first deadline."
tion for elite athletes with
panics who legally reside in
Smith received the most
The written form of the seon the committee including
physical disabilities.
the U.S. with the English lan- points in the talent competiJim Vargo, a math instruc- myself. We will meet only once lection criteria must be on file
guage and lifestyle.
tion for her rendition of
tor, was named to the USOC/ and it kind of sounds like they with the USOC one year prior
"I'm trying to help Spanish "Stormy Weather."
Disabled Sports Organization will lock us in a room and not to the start of the
people learn the language and
The Miss Congeniality
Paralympic Technical Del- let us out until we finish," he Paralympics. The Games will
feel more comfortable here," award, which was voted on by
start on Aug. 16,1996.
egate Planning Committee. said.
Deloach said. "I want to be- the contestants of the pageant,
This is the first committee
Vargo is currently the assisThe purpose of this committee
come a role model for the stu- went to LaToya Shannon.
is to meet at the United States tant track coach with the Vargo has been asked to serve
dents. I want them to know if
The contestants were also
Olympic Training Center in United States Association for on, but he said there is a posthey have a problem they can required to have personal inColorado Springs, Colo, to de- Blind Athletes. He ran as a sibility he could be asked to
come to me. I especially want terviews with the judges.
termine the criteria for the guide runner in the Barcelona serve on more in the future.
international students who
"They've (the contestants)
'These type of committees
Track and Field team for the Paralympics in 1992.
might have a problem commu- been a great group of women,
"The USOC executive com- will pop up as we get closer to
1996 Paralympics. The comnicating to come to me."
and I enjoyed working with all
. Olympics
and
mittee felt they needed a very the
mittee will meet on Feb. 25.
Originally from Mexico, but of them," said Director of the
When Vargo arrives at the specific set of written criteria Paralympics," Vargo said.
now residing in Glennville in Pageant Michelle Edenfield.
News Editor

Instructor named to Olympic Committee
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Pizza manager calls for
increased police patrol

POLICE BEAT
GSU Division of Public Safety
February 16,1995
•Joseph Scott Saturday, 23,
of University Place Apartments,
was charged with DUI (.12) and
weaving.
February 15,1995
• Colleen Merz reported someone damaged the paint on her
automobile in the Veazey Hall
parking lot.
•Kari Doleshall reported a
gold necklace and bracelet missing from her room at G-56.
February 14,1995
•Alan Westling reported
someone entered his car in the
Hanner parking lot and took a
radar detector and CD player.
Statesboro Police Department
February 19,1995
•Colin Dube, 19, of Stadium
Walk Apartments, reported
someone beat a hole through the
wall of his apartment.
•Philip Bigelow, 30, of Towne
Club Apartments, reported a case
of theft by taking.

February 18,1995
•Kermit Muntford, of Stadium View Apartments, reported
someone broke his car window
and stole a CD player.
February 17,1995
•Tyrone Jeffrey Richardson,
21, of Stadium Club Apartments,
was charged with following too
closely and driving with a suspended license.
•Wade Mitchell Collins, 21, of
Park Place Apartments, was
charged with followingtoo closely
and DUI (.118).
February 16,1995
•A domestic dispute was reported at Sussex Apartments.
•A resident of Eagle's Court
Apartments reported receiving
harassing phone calls.
•Adam Patrick Thomas, 21,
of Park Place Apartments, was
charged with striking a fixed
object, failure to report an accident with property damage and
driving too fast for conditions.
February 15,1995
•David Long, 21, of Southern
Villas, reported a case of simple

battery.
•Bradley Douglas Bennett,
21, of Park Place, was charged
with disorderly conduct.
By Jennifer Stokes
• Harry Tyrone Stokes, Jr., of Staff Writer
College Park, was charged with
With the recent robbery of a
DUI refusal, defective headlight
Papa
John's deliveryman, the
and fleeingor attemptingto elude
store
manager
responded to critia police officer.
cism of safety policies.
Joe Waterman responded to
February 14,1995
criticism
after the incident which
•Phong Nguyen, 23, of
occurred
two weeks ago. He said
Player's Club Apartments, rethe
driver
was at fault. He also
ported damage to his automosaid
he
would
like to see the local
bile.
law
enforcement
increase pa•A resident of College Street
trols.
reported a case of harassment.
"The driver was negligent,"
•Adriene Nicole Lee, 19, of
Waterman
said. "He broke all
Stadium Club Apartments, rethe
rules."
ported a case of theft by taking.
This latest incident was simi•John Martin Hyacinth, 18,
lar
to one which involved anof Chandler Road, was charged
other
Papa John's deliveryman.
with burglary.
"This is the second incident
• Christopher Todd Wilson, 19,
of Evans, was charged with an like this," Waterman said. 'The
improper start and DUI (.155). first time, it was the same MO (A
person's method of operating or
Bulloch County Sheriffs Office functioning - a term used in regard to police investigations).
No reports.
Two black guys and one white
guy assaulted a driver. All they
took were the pizzas. They left
the money bag behind."
If the driver involved in the
most recent incident had been
following standing policies,
Waterman said it would have
been another pizza-only attack.
from learning greater responsibility because the six weeks requires their total attention,"
Wells said.
"The Upward Bound Program
also provides a network for tutor By Stacy Jordan
counselors for grad schools and Staff Writer
other colleges. It also looks great
The third annual Sport Manon a resume."
agement Conference will beheld
GSU students who are inter- at GSU on Feb. 24 and 25.
ested must have achieved a
The conference, which is sponsophomore status, have a 2.3 or sored by the sport science and
better GPA.
physical education department,
They must be available daily is designed to give educators,
June 11th-July 28th.
undergraduates and graduate
There will be two males and students the opportunity to
two females chosen. Students present and hear speeches from
who are interested should apply individuals who are in the sport
in the Upward Bound office in management field.
the Williams Center.
Speakers will discuss topics
There will be interviews held like marketing a new franchise,
in April and the tutor counselors
chosen will be notified in May.

Students needed for program
By Jana Mobley
Staff Writer

The Upward Bound Program
is currently accepting applications for tutor counselors for this
summer.
It is designed to prepare high
school students, enrolled in 10th
or 11th grade for post-secondary
education.
"I think that the program's
purpose is that it changes lives
and puts the future in
perspective,"said Tony Wells,
academic specialist for Upward
Bound.
The program, which is federally funded, has spread to urban
towns across the U. S. It is now a
nationwide network of over 600
projects involving over 55,000
students.
Upward Bound started at
GSU in 1980 and out of the 700
students which have attended,
more than 90 percent have en. rolled in colleges or universities.
The Program
The first part of the Upward
Bound program is the Academic
Year Program, which runs from
October -May. The students take
academic classes at GSU on two
Saturdays out of every month.
They are given workshops
with emphasis on college preparatory work, self-esteem and SAT
preparation.
During the summer program,
which runs through August, the

Attention!
The G-A is looking
for a few good
writers. If you've
got what it takes
then come by
Williams Center
rm. 223 to apply.

students live on campus for sixweeks.
The students take classes to
prepare them for college. They
will also be taken on many trips
for cultural enrichment.
The tutor counselors will live
in the residence halls with the
students this summer for the sixweek period. They will be required to teach some cultural
enrichment classes and to plan
days for the students to do community service projects.
"The program teaches responsibility as well as preparing the
students for college because they
become culturally aware of what
college is like," Wells said.
The tutor counselors will be
with the students the whole time
and provide advice, friendship
and motivation. "They benefit

ggpliggslg

"The driver had his money bag "And now, we check the drivers'
inside the pizza bag. That is bags, to make sure they are doagainst store policy," he said of ing their drops."
the latest incident.
As far as driver safety is conAccording to Waterman, an- cerned, Waterman said the poother violation of store policy lice should become more inincludes carrying large ^mounts volved.
'With the number of incidents,
there should be more police out,
"WITH THE NUMBER
doing street patrols," Waterman
OF INCIDENTS, THERE
said. "Campus police should drive
around more."
SHOULD BE MORE
According to Ken Brown, director of GSU public safety, for
POLICE OUT, DOING
that area is the city police's job.
STREET PATROLS."
"We provide police services for
campus
properties only, apart— JOE WATERMAN
ment complexes are private propMANAGER PAPA JOHN'S
erty," he said.
Brown said the city and camof cash.
pus police have a mutual aid
"We have a drop box in the agreement, which allows both to
store for the drivers," Waterman work together in areas of joint
said. "We don't break $50 or $100 concern.
Lt. Gordon Lowe of the
bills, just to keep our drivers
Statesboro police said if anybody
safe."
Delivery drivers are not to said they had a problem, the pocarry more than $20 with them, lice would be happy to respond,
to make change, according to the and that included pizza delivery
drivers.
store's established policy.
"Our response time is four
"The driver volunteered to pay
back the money that was stolen minutes, down to a few seconds,
because he knew he was break- depending on other circuming the rules." Waterman said. stances," Lowe said.
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Conference to be held at GSU
sport promotion and planning
for the 1996 Centennial Olympic
Games in Atlanta.
One speaker this year will be
Carl Scheer, who has an extensive background in the National
Basketball Association. He will
discuss professional sports.
He is the current owner and
president of the Charlotte Checkers minor league hockey team.
Scheer has held positions with
one American Basketball Association team, three National
Basketball Association teams
and most recently a minor league
hockey team.

Scheer was the first general
manager of the Charlotte Hornets and also has served in the
capacity of GM with the Denver
Nuggets.
Among his accomplishments
in his career Scheer was an administrative assistant to an
NBA Commissioner, he turned
the floundering American Basketball Association franchise
Denver Rockets into the NBA
Denver Nuggets, was awarded
Sporting News Executive of the
Year, he was the President and
General Manager of the Los Angeles Clippers.

submissions for

9
*

Miscellany95
georgia southern's magazine of the arts

ft

categories:
short stories
foreign language
theater
poetry
visual art.

HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.
Open a tab at a diner.
* Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless of the hour

submit works to williams rm.209 or l.b.8001.

submissions
due

mar*10.

Visit a local court of law.
* Plenty of seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.

vn

\V_ Be the gym night janitor.
'/TS Work out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg.
Get a Citibank Classic card.
* For your peace of mind, operators are
on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,

*
*

t*

*

CITIBANK
2TIBAN<0\. ££)

sveeicxl -This Tf^^

:

Grilled Shrimp^0jredo
$4.95
Check out our office delivery service 11-2:00 M-F

Lunch 11-2:30 Dinner 5-8:00
Call 681-5303

© 1995 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.

*
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ONLY IN AMERICA...

Q Florida
Man becomes a
vampire in Miami
The Associated Press

MIAMI—A young man who
police say was driven by a vampire-like thirst for blood asked
two neighborhood women to use
the telephone, then stabbed
them with a knife and drank
their blood, court records show.
"I knew it was wrong,"
Dannie Barnard told North Miami homicide detectives of the
murders last year.
Court records obtained Friday by The Miami Herald show
Patricia Johnson and Avian
Keys were slain by a young man
who, police believe, was driven
by a vampire-like thirst for
blood.
"Anytime somebody tells you
the motive was to drink their
blood and they thank you for
catching them, it's bizarre," detective William Craig said.
The medical examiner discovered bite marks on Johnson's
body. A dental expert says the
bites came from a human and
were not self-inflicted. The expert is trying to match the bite
marks to Barnard, according to
new evidence in the case.
Barnard stabbed Johnson
with such force that he broke
the knife and almost sliced off
his own pinky, detectives said.
Police found a 50-foot trail of

blood leading from her home.
DNA tests are being done to determine if it's Barnard's blood.
Barnard drank Keys' blood,
set fire to her bed with a cigarette lighter and then watched
the flames from his home next
door, police said.
Barnard, 25, is charged with
murdering both women within
six weeks of each other.

PRODUCTIONS

: Activities
GEORGIA

Oral hygiene? No,
he's getting drunk

^J

The Associated Press

which Loar is scheduled to attend next week.
The teen's parents have appealed the suspension.
'This is just crazy," the boy's
mother, LeJuan Loar, said in an
interview. "It's not like he took a
gun to school. It was an oral
hygiene product."

© New York

Marriage license flies
out of Empire State
Building's 80th floor

The Associated Press

NEWYORK—Acouplewho'd
been together for 17 years
planned to marry on Valentine's
Day in the Empire State Building_ only to have their marriage
certificate blow out the 80th-floor

K

window.
Rose Marie Higby and Alan
J. Ross of Langhorne, Pa. were
among 34 couples who signed
up for Valentine's Day weddings
on the famous skyscraper's 80th
floor.
"They had been dating for 17
years, and they finally made
the move," said Dan Sieger, a
spokesman for the 34th Street
Partnership, a merchants'
group that sponsored the "marriage marathon."
Just as Higby and Ross were
about to tie the knot, a gust of
wind blew their marriage certificate out the window.
"They were mortified at
first," Sieger said. But not to
worry. "We happened to have a
Xerox of it downstairs and we
were able to salvage the whole
thing."

Fettucini Brothers

IVariety Show with a touch of comedy ll

FREE DINNER! First come first serve
Come Join us and eat some
IPasta! Pasta! Pasta! Pasta! Pasta!|
Union Ballroom 7pm
February 28

Let Us Stitch Together
the Story of a People:
Visions of Our
Communal Ancestry

Mother makes
combat boots.

Time Warp!f

Union Ballroom, 7pm

February 19 Sun. 20 Mon. 22 Wed?]
& 23 Thur

A Look at Georgia Southern, 10 Years Ago This Week

"MARY SHELLEY'S
FRANKENSTEIN
IS A MONSTER HIT."

Local merchants and club owners like Cork and Bottle,
Johnson's Food and Beverage and Cadillac Jack's as well as
students, believedithat raising the drinking age from 19 to 21
will not affect the businesses of Statesboro.

"ADVENTURE ON
A GRAND SCALE!"

GSC's baseball Eagles opened their 1985 campaign by winning
three of four games at home against the Western Carolina
Catamounts.

(912)681-2437
INSIGNIA

Aee4

MANAGEMENT GROUP

^Columbia
V SportswearCompany
420 Gentilly Place • Statesboro
764-6924

d^

• 7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

Union Theatre

• $1 with GSU Student ID
• $2 General Admission
Coming Soon!

Forrest Gump

(Pick-up Location)

With Tom Hanks

Call 871-4384

Open Monday - Friday, 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Located on 624 Georgia Avenue
(between Fitness Extension and Weight Extension)

Menu:

FRANKENSTEIN

February 26 Sun & 27 Mon
March 1 Wed & 2 Thur

Bugaboots'1

Mother Boyle's new duck-style Bugaboots™
will battle the worst that Mother Nature has to
offer. Featuring a one-piece molded DuPont
Hytrel® Shell, EVAmidsole, and
rugged leather uppers.

For Fall '95
• Lowest Rates on Campus
• Flexible Leasing
Fully Furnished Apartment;

MARY SHELLEY'S

■"C-i '"^4t. '•(f%\

_£0k~mfrA^ >

President Reagan's proposed cuts and new standards for
eligibility in federally funded financial aid programs affected up
to 900 GSC students.

Now Leasing

UNIVERSITY

February 21

© Virginia

STERLING, Va. — Carter
Loar thought fresh breath would
help get the attention of a girl in
his English class. Instead, it got
him a suspension.
Just as third period was about
to begin last week, the 17-yearold Park View High School senior pulled a small bottle of
mouthwash from his jacket and
swished some of the liquid between his teeth.
The next day, he got a date _
with Park View's assistant principal, who suspended him for 10
days for violating the school
system's alcohol policy.
School officials said Loar broke
a rule that prohibits students
from bringing to school any liquid that contains alcohol. Any
infraction results in a suspension and three days in a substance abuse treatment program,

SOUTHERN

Meats:
Baked Chicken, Fried Chicken, Meatloaf,
B-B-Q Chicken, Smothereed Steak,
Stew Beef,....
Vegetables:
White Potatoes, Cabbage, Candid Tarns,
Turnip Greens, Sweet Peas, Butter Beans,.
Okra, Cream Corn. Macoroni & Cheese,
Broccoli & Cheese

Specials

Wednesday: Homemade Spagehtti
$2.99 + tax
1 meat, 2 veg., bread, drink
$3.40 + tax
1 meat, 3 veg., bread, drink.
$3.60 + tax
Vegetable plates (4 veg.)
$1.99 + tax
We feature:

Ocean Spray (disc. 20%)
(Natural fruit drinks)

and much, much more!

I

3^T
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Union Productions Committee
i
Interest Form
|
Yes! I want to be involved in Union Productions!(
Here are the committees that I am interested in!! ,
Coffeehouse
Concerts
Films

Contemporary
Issues
Special Events

Name
Landrum Box
Local Phone
'
For more information on Union Productions
'
call 681-5442 or mail interest forms to L.B. 80661

Information Hotline

o 681-0461

Office 681-5442 • Union Productions
Landrum Box 8066 • Statesboro, Ga 30460
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Enoch W. Autry
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Managing Editor

MeanwHUe...

Chris Sherwood
News Editor

Our Opinion
Fee increase is needed

Once again, the athletic department has requested an
increase in student activity fees, this time it is only $5.
Although that may not sound like a lot, it does come to
over $70,000 a quarter, or $200,000 based on a 14,000
enrollment. The increase will go to the athletic department because of a projected revenue loss of $145,000 for
fiscal year 1996.
While there are many reasons on the surface for
approval of the increase, it is now obvious something
more significant must be done or this could be a familiar
scenario for years to come.
Ever since football was brought back to Georgia Southern, athletics has had an increasingly important role.
Athletic successes like the Division I-AA football national championships, the baseball teams trip to the
College World Series, the women's and men's basketball
teams trips to the NCAA and NIT post-season tournaments have all impacted GSU in a favorable light.
Athletic success sells a school's image. Winning school
athletic programs are more recognizable, thus more
people want to be school boosters.
Attendance, on the whole, has suffered at all GSU
events in the past three years, more noticeably in football. Some supporters have blamed GSU coaches for the
apparent less than wonderful performances. These fans
have been turned away from attending the games for one
reason or another, and their no-shows are one reason the
athletic department is projecting the drop in expected
revenue.
There has been word the NCAA may once again
drastically cut the number of grant-in-aids for football
again—they cut them last year. GSU can't afford to stay
at the Division I-AA level in football if this happens
because it will set the program back several years. If
football, the biggest revenue generator in the athletic
department, were to lose scholarships, then GSU athletics could be a skeleton of its past self.
GSU has looked at the ways it can move the football
program to the Division I-A level. Recently, there have
been rumors GSU is trying to move, possibly with
Marshall, to a conference that competes on the Division
I-A level in all sports, including football. The problem
with a decision on moving up is the time factor because
we may not have much left. GSU Athletic Director Bucky
Wagner has been working behind the scenes on trying to
get GSU football to the Division I-A level. After years of
competing as an independant in football, the GSU athletic department saw the benefits of moving to the
Southern Conference.
GSU saw then they had to move up or face the possibility of a stagnant future for all of its teams. The
advancement to the Southern Conference, on the whole,
was very beneficial. Because of the possibility of numbers of shrinking scholarships for football in Division IAA, it has become evident GSU will have to look at
possible ways to move up to Division I-A in football.
GSU must now look to either make a move with schools
that could conceivably be somewhat successful at the IA level or become independent once again.
Wagner, along with other administrators, will be faced
with difficult decisions in the near future which will
impact the school athletically and academically.
We fully support Wagner's push for I-A status and fee
increase.
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IN THE EDITOR'S
OWN WORDS
ENOCH W. AUTRY
Congress prohibited the importation of African slaves into the
United States in 1808.
During the early 1800's, most
of Spain's Latin-American colonies won wars of independence.
These countries immediately
abolished slavery or adopted laws
for gradual emancipation. Slavery was abolished in the British
colonies between 1834 and 1840.
In 1848, France freed the slaves
in its remaining colonies in the
Western Hemisphere.
However, slavery continued in
the Southern United States, Brazil and Cuba. During the Civil
War, Northern armies freed most
of the slaves in the United States.
Adoption of the 13th Amendment
to the Constitution completed
abolition in 1865. Spain ended
slavery in Puerto Rico in 1873
and in Cuba in 1886, and Brazil
abolished slavery in 1888.
Currently, few nations legally
allow slavery. Exceptions to that
statement include areas of Africa, Asia and South America.
Please notice the Southern
United States is not included in
the areas that still legally allow
slavery, but, even 130 years after the rest of the country ratified the 13th, one lone state has

yet to wake from their coma.
Last week, the senators of the
fine state of Mississippi officially
voted to abolish slavery. The
House will vote next. Yes, the
week of February 12-18, 1995,
not the week of February 12-18,
1865.
Way back before the war, actually before numerous wars to
be specific, Mississippi held out
when the slavery amendment
was adopted in 1865 in part because lawmakers were angry
they had not been reimbursed
for freed slaves.
"None of us had any idea" that
the state had never approved the
constitutional change, said Senate Rules Committee Chairman
Walter Graham, a republican
from New Albany with a populated with approximately 6,800.
His panel endorsed the amendment.
"It's just disgraceful that we
waited this long," said Sen. David
Jordan, a democrat from Greenwood with a population ofroughly
19,900. "If it gets bogged down it
will show Mississippi is stumblinginto the future backwards."
But Sen. Mike Gunn, a republican from Jackson with 115,200
residents, said the change is un-

necessary and merely gives black
lawmakers a chance to criticize
the past.
"I'm just fed up with that. The
sermonizing does nothing but to
further alienate the races," said
Gunn, who added that he
wouldn't oppose the amendment.
Lt. Gov. Eddie Briggs said
many lawmakers were unaware
the state had never ratified the
amendment.
Numerous education system
comparisons have been made
between Georgia and Alabama,
and, of course, Georgia and Mississippi. I seriously believe that
the residents of the state of Georgia may have a legitimate claim
to a higher intelligence level because of this "minor" slipup —
actually the state could be renamed Miss-a-slippy. Please remember
that
most
of
Mississippi's senators graduated
from Mississippi high schools—
there is a distinct possibility they
might have graduated from another state's high school.
130 years. I wonder who the
genius was that ran across this
legislative snafu in one of those
thick books they like to keep for
records' sake? It was probably
some college student interning
for a senator. You know how those
Generation X individuals like to
screw with society.
Truthfully, in 1984 the U.S.
Justice Department noticed Mississippi seemed to be missing
the ratification the 13th, but it
must have been an intern who
tipped them off. You know 119
years is better than 130.

Who is the real criminal in these parts?
The news is a very depressing
thing to watch. Death. Doom.
Lawsuits. Everything that is
truly depressing about our society is magnified ten-fold.
One of the Atlanta stations
was covering the story of a group
of convenience stores that were
sued by the NAACP. The introduction perked my interest so I
stayed tuned after the commercials to find out more.
It seems that a group of convenience store owners were terribly upset about the amount of
shoplifting going on in their
stores. They compiled a list of
convicted shoplifters and distributed them throughout the stores.
They decided not to allow these
criminals into their stores.
The NAACP got wind of this
decision and took the stores to
court on grounds of racial discrimination. The owners, the
NAACP said, were discriminating against blacks (who made up
a majority of the list).
The case was taken to court
where a local judge ruled that it
was, in fact, unfair discrimination. He ordered the stores to
remove their lists and to allow

THE POINT CLEARLY MADE
DEREK LEWS
the individuals entrance to their
stores.
So what's the problem?
Well, there are a number of
things wrong with the above
story. The main issue is the rights
of store owners in comparison
with the "freedoms" of individuals, this was not a situation where
store owners said "Let's refuse to
let black people into our store
because they all steal."
Instead, these owners compiled a list of CONVICTED
SHOPLIFTERS who they hoped
not to give the opportunity to
steal again. This is not racism,
this is economics. If you have a
person who is stealing from you
are you prejudiced if you try to
prevent them from having another opportunity to do so?
Furthermore think of the position this puts the store owners.
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Mississippi: 119 years is better than 130
The enslavement of blacks in
the American Colonies began
during the 1600's. Slavery was
rampant in the South, where
large plantations grew cotton,
tobacco and other crops. By 1860,
the slave states had about four
million slaves. The slaves made
up nearly a third of the South's
population.
During the 1700's, noted philosophers and religious leaders
in Europe and North America
began to condemn slavery. They
declared that slavery violated
human rights and God-given law.
Many Americans turned
against slavery during the Revolutionary War in America during 1775-1783. These Americans
came to believe that slavery had
no place in a nation that had
been formed to protect natural
human rights.
During the early 1800's, abolitionists started a crusade to
end slavery. Some Southerners
in the movement argued that
slavery reflected "the law of nature" that permitted the strong
to rule the weak, while others
insisted the Bible supported slavery. Still others claimed that
Southern slavery provided blacks
lifelong security and better living conditions than they would
have had in Africa.
During the late 1700's, black
slavery began to decline in various parts of the Western Hemisphere. The Revolutionary War
helped cause gradual emancipation in the North. In 1807, the
British Parliament passed a bill
outlawing slave trade. The U.S.
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Now individuals who were previously banned from their store
have free reign to come in anytime they want. And if they are
disruptive, would the owners be
discriminatory if they called the
cops?
Also, the court was not the
place to decide this issue. This is
not a case which is fitting for a
court of law. If the NAACP really
wanted to remove the ban all
they had to do was get a group of
protesters with signs to march in
front of the stores. This would
deter shoppers and therefore
cause the owners to remove (or
alter) their ban.
It has gotten to the point in
our society that a person cannot
do anything to protect his interests if those actions hurt
someone's feelings. The shoplifters broke the law and they were
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convicted. They are not "model
citizens" who were being picked
on unfairly.
Who is the real criminal here?
What are the rights of the storeowners? Should they have instead followed the shoplifters
around the store every time that
they entered? Or would that have
been classified as harassment?
Every day we hear of someone
being sued or fired for discrimination. Where does the line between that catch phrase "discrimination" and simple protection exist. How is a store owner
to protect himself from shoplift/ »
ing?
What non-discriminatory suggestions could those wise defend-]
ers of fairness at the NAACll
offer? Or, is it they simply enjoy
throwing their weight around
with no regard to the peace of
mind of those they oppose?
I know that there are loads of
question in this column. But
when you live in a society where
every answer you provide could
hurt someone's feelings, (and
therefore wind you up in court) I
have found it is better to ask the
questions.

\
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Your Opinion
You can educate yourself on issues
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
the Letter to the Editor from
Kelley Ryder. I too am angry! I
am angry that people like Ms.
Ryder will use their morals and
values to judge others and decide how they should live their
lives. She stated her views, I will
state some facts: In 1973, the
American Psychological Association declared that homosexuality was no longer a mental illness. They removed it from their
list of deviant behaviors. Many
homosexuals have psychological
problems that are caused from
living in a society where being
different means being ridiculed
and ostracized.
As for her statement about
wanting to be gay, a person
doesn't choose their sexuality,
they are born with it. The choice
comes when a person decides to
accept who they are and live their
life as they choose. If it were a
choice then neither Ms. Ryder
nor any other person would have
the right to tell someone they
were wrong for making that
choice.
Ms. Ryder also stated a reason people shouldn't be gay —
she stated gay couples don't have
the same rights as heterosexual
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couples. This is very correct and
is why gays are so vocal about
gaining these rights. She stated
that it made her angry to watch
gays rally for what she called,
"more" rights. Gays are not asking for more rights, only the same
rights afforded heterosexuals.
She seems also not realize how
change comes about in this great
nation. It is through the vocal
expression of social movements
that minorities are able to
achieve their goals. Did women
sit back and wait on the right to
vote? NO! Do they vote now?
YES! Did African Americans sit
quietly in the back of busses and
inadequate schools to wait on
the same rights as white
America? NO! Most gays have
one common desire, to be able to
express the same kind of love
most people take for granted.
As for her statement on the
amount of displayed affection,
Ms. Ryder, get a grip! Turn on
"The Young and the Restless,"
"Beverly Hills 90210," even "Tiny
Toons." This is heterosexual
America displaying their love.
Some gays feel just as uncomfortable when heterosexuals
openly display their affection, yet
they are exposed to it constantly.
As for her implication that

God does not approve, once again
I disagree. Deciding whether or
not God approves is personal.
There are Biblical arguments
that supported slavery and the
suppression of women. God loves
all men and He made them the
way that they are, all that He
asks is that we accept His son
and live according to His teachings. Jesus Christ never once
spoke against homosexuality.
On the issue of AIDS, it is not
a gay disease. It is becoming increasingly prevalent in heterosexuals. I ask Ms. Ryder and The
George-Anne readers to think of
the first person who comes to
their mind when they think of
famous people that are HIV positive. My answer would be Magic
Johnson.
Ms. Ryder, in offering solutions to what you consider a problem you gave three, two of which
would not even be possible in
this country. You can't tell people
who are gay not to be gay. You
also can't stop gay people, or anyone for that matter, from marching in protest. You can, however,
educate yourself on gay issues
and learn to respect gay people.
John Crawford
pre-nursing major

Research gay issues before writing

Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter as a
response to a letter written by
Kelley Ryder in your Feb. 7 edition of The George-Anne. I believe everyone has a right to their
opinion, but I stopped to think
before I wrote this letter and I
can't understand why Ms. Ryder
did not do the same.
Although I am not homosexual, when I read her letter I
became furious. I can't comprehend why it is that homosexuals
make her so angry. She states
that "I do not understand why
someone would want to be gay."
Well maybe homosexuals don't
understand why someone may
want to be heterosexual. She also
is upset because "the public affection a gay couple shows for
each other is absolutely uncalled
for." Then she goes on to say,
"Most straight couples do not
show as much affection for each
other like a gay couple does." I
find this hard to believe. I very
rarely see a "straight" couple that
does not hold hands or kiss each
other in public. She also wrote
some solutions to "fixing" the so*
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called "gay problem." But the
problem she seems to be dealing
with is not a "gay problem" at all,
it is a severe ignorance overdose.
Her solutions to this "problem" were infuriating to read,
and I'm sure that they offended
many people who had done nothing wrong except hold a different
opinion than Ms. Ryder. One of
her solutions was "no one should
be gay." It is unfair to ask this of
someone that has not asked her
to change her sexual preference.
How about if we completely
take out the First Amendment to
the Constitution? But to top it
all off she offers "to educate (herself) about gays and learn to respect them." Although this in no

way fits the self-righteous tone
she initially sets, I believe this is
the closest thing to an intelligent
remark that anyone will find in
her entire close-minded letter.
I have some solutions for Ms.
Ryder and others that share her
views. First these people should
grow up and realize what two
consenting adults do with one
another does not in any way involve others, unless what they
are doing is illegal. Additionally,
when one writes a letter, essay,
story or anythingthat others will
see, that person should be sure
to research his/her topic.
Robyn Green

student

CASTROL
OIL CHANGE,
$1395
Up to 5 qts. of Castrol GTX 10W-30
or 20W-50 & premium filters .
Expires 2/28/95
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BRAKES
And Up
Expires 2/28/95

BUFFALO

BRAKES
& LUBE

[764-3299
ASE Certified
Hours
64-B East Main
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
(East Main At .Railroad Tracks!.
Closed Sat._& Sun.

DONT LET THE FRESHMAN 15
BECOME THE FRESHMAN 25
BY JOINING

TOTAL
BODY
ENHANCEMENT
Beginning Jan. 25
5-6 p.m. • The Union

This 8-Week Program Will Meet Every
Wednesday From 5-6 p.m. In The Union
Jan. 25 thru March 15
• Learn How To Improve Your
Body Image & Self Esteem By
Setting Positive Goals That Are Lasting
• End Your Battle With The Scale And Yo-Yo
Weight Loss-Weight Gain
• Develop A Whole New Relationship
With Food

Sponsored by the
GSU Health Center
For more information
please call 681-5641
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Student Government Association
Summer/Fall Quarter Accomplishments 94-95
SGA held two Retreat/Workshops for new and returning Senators on Oct. 2
and also on Oct. 14
Held Voter Registration Drive on Oct. 4 & 5: registered almost 200 students as
well as deputized 25 students to be Deputy Registrars
Sponsored Red Ribbon Week which was held on Oct. 23 - 31
Participated in annual Pig Bowl on Nov. 15: SGA 18 - Campus Police 0
During halftime of Homecoming Game on Nov. 22, SGA participated in
Mattress Race
Sponsored a Volleyball Tournament with Union Productions on Nov. 3 during
Alcohol Awareness Week. Six $20 gift certificates were given away. We also
passed out stickers, cups, etc. during the week
SGA worked with Union Productions on their Masquerade Ball on Nov. 1
On Nov. 4, SGA sponsored International Coffee Hour in room 280 of the Union
Sponsored the student United Way Fund Drive from Nov. 7 to the end of the
fall quarter
Distributed the "Fresh Faces" to the Freshman and Phone Directories to the
campus
SGA was represented in fall quarter's Student Advisory Council atDalton
College Nov. 11.-13
SGA participated in Special Olympics at the Statesboro Bowling Center on
Dec. 2
During the Christmas Season, SGA bought three presents for children for "The
Gift Giving Tree" and also adopted a family whom were also given gifts
Funded PRSSA $500 for their National Convention
Worked with MAP as a representative at their annual Fall Quarter Workshop
Welcomed new students at four Summer Orientations
Welcomed faculty at their faculty meeting
Attended The George-Anne's summer workshop
Greeted the Chancellor as well as the community at his inauguration
Three members of SGA attended the Student Advisory Conference to the
Board of Regents during Summer Vacation
SGA was invited to talk to GSU 120 classes: participated in 4 individual
classes
SGA had delegates who participated in City Council and County
Commissions Meetings
SGA helped host Region 6 ACU-I Conference (Association of College Unions
International)
During the past summer, SGA mailed letters and Blow Pops to all the faculty
and staff of GSU, thanking them for their hard work, dedication, and service
SGA provides Refrigerator Rental Service for the students as well as provide a
tent available also to be rented by student organizations
SGA serves on 20 different Standing Committees and out of those 20,9 of those
Committees have direct contact with faculty members to provide the students
with a voice in important issues

Your SGA - Hard at Work for You!

Union Productions & Quest for Excellence presents:
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B A Tale of Two Southerns
Charleston Southern University comes to GSU for a 4 p.m.
baseball game at J.I, Clements Field this afternoon. The
basketball Eagles host Western Carolina tonight at 7:30.

Tuesdays Febi
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THE
SPECTATOR
JEFE WHITTEN

A true fan of pro
wrestling, or fistfighting
with lawn chairs, Pt. 1

This is a true story, or it's
how I remember it, which is
mostly the same thing at 2
a.m.
From time to time, a friend
of mine used to claim he saw
invisible frogs in whatever
drink he happened to be holding in whatever hand didn't
have a cigarette in it. This was
when we both were in the
army, in Germany.
People occasionally saw
things in the army, in Germany.
'You don't see 'em, do you?"
he'd ask, and I'd shake my
head. The only thing I ever saw
in the army in Germany was a
seven-foot-long black lizard,
and I had to stay awake for
fifty-six straight hours to see
it.
But about the frogs, which I
never saw.
"That's cause they're invisible," he'd say. "But I see 'em.
That one on the ice cube is always trying to pee in my drink.
I call him dookeyboots."
This friend is now in California, studying pharmacology
and driving a truck on the side.
He's also a fan of professional wrestling.
"Pro wrestling is a real
man's sport," was how he put
it, last time we talked. "Two of
these guys could kick the crap
out of any three or four dozen
golfers."
"Come to think of it, I wish
they would. I hate golfers." he
said. Golfers were this guy's
white whale, his albatross.
They were the bane of his
twenty-year-old existence.
"I had to caddy one summer,
and what a bunch of tightwads.
Plus golfers smell funny, kinda
like pine trees gone bad," is
how he explained it.
His favorite wrestler is a gigantic grey-skinned character
called The Undertaker.
The Undertaker dresses in
black and has a coffin for a
prop. The Undertaker looks
like death warmed over.
"Look at that guy's skin
tone. I think he's dead." he
said, impressed. "I mean,
deader than a corpse. How do
they get this guy to look that
dead?"
Later on, after the thrill of
seeing a guy who looked deader
than a corpse had worn off, he
said, "The Undertaker would
be cooler if he had fangs. That's
what the sport needs, a wrestling vampire."
(Spectator readers: the
part about fistfighting lawn
chairs comes Thursday.)

Eagles dominate Yellow Jackets

By Ronnie Swinford

Senior Staff Writer

By sweeping a doubleheader
Sunday from Georgia Tech, last
year's College World Series runner-up, the diamond Eagles did
something that no other team
has done to the Yellow Jackets
since 1978.
GSU's Jeff Keppen pitched a
complete game in the opener,
scattering nine hits in the 7-3
Eagle win. Keppen struck out
eight Yellow Jackets and walked
one batter as he posted his second win of the year.
The Eagles took the second
game 10-3 behind pitcher William Rushing, who went seven
strong innings for GSU.

Eagle hitters come alive

The Eagles broke out of their
offensive slump, as Garth
Spendiff and Steve Wilson had
big days at the plate. Spendiff
had two hits and reached base
when he was hit by a pitch in the
eighth inning. He scored two
runs.
Wilson went 3-for-4 with four
RBI's. Three came on an eighthinning homerun that sealed the
game for the Eagles.

Enoch W. Autry

Players from GSU and Georgia Tech shake hands after the first game.
Mark Hamlin added a
homerun to the offensive show
as well. Hamlin went 2-for-4 and
AntoineMoran slapped two hits
and walked. Tommy Peterman
added his first hit and RBI of the
year.

and both runners advanced on a
wild pitch. Peterman then hit a
sacrifice fly to centerfield, giving GSU a 1-0 lead.
GSU added three runs in the
third. Jason Andrews led off
with a single. Moran sacrificed
Andrews to second, then Whitley
singled Andrews to third, giving
the Eagles runners on first and
third with one out.
Peterman promptly smacked
a single to left to score Andrews,
and after a Hamlin strikeout,
Brooks McFarland doubled to
right to drive in Whitley and

GSU crashes Tech in
nightcap

In the second game the Eagles
started out fast, scoring a run in
the first inning on one official at
bat.
Moran walked to start the inning, then stole second. Tyson
Whitley followed with a walk,

Peterman.
The Eagle offense erupted for
five more runs in the eighth inning. GSU took advantage of an
error and then ran the table on
the helpless Jackets.
After a walk to John Howard,
Spendiff singled and Sy Jones
walked to load the bases.
Andrews struck out, then Moran
singled in a run.
With the bases still loaded,
Whitley singled in a run and
Peterman doubled in two more.
Kevin Killimett, brought in as a
defensive replacement in the seventh inning for Hamlin, picked
up his first hit and RBI of the
year.
The bullpen shut the door on
the Yellow Jackets, with Ryan
Cummings and Todd Lee combining for three strikeouts over
the final two innings.
"This is a good win for us,"
Head Coach Jack Stallings said.
"We played better defense and
our bats were much better."
The wins give the Eagles a 41 record. GSU hosts Charleston
Southern today at 4 p.m.
The University of Georgia
comes to Statesboro for a twogame series this weekend.

By Tonya Hilton

Staff Writer

Catcher Steve Wilson and
pitcher Jeff Keppen gave strong
performances for GSU in game
one of Sunday's doubleheader
against Georgia Tech.
Wilson hit a homerun and
drove in four runs in the opener,
while Keppen pitched a complete
game and limited the Yellow
Jackets to three runs.
Keppen allowed nine hits,
struck out eight, and walked one
batter as he improved to 2-0.
Wilson said Keppen had a
fairly dominant outing against
the Yellow Jackets.
"He threw the ball well and
his fast ball was working," Wilson said.
Wilson's bat was working, too.
'They were giving me good
pitches and I hit the ball well
today," he said.
But Wilson was not about to
let the Eagles sweep of the 23rdranked team in the country go to
his head.
"It was good to get two wins
today," he said. "But I look for
the next game against Charleston Southern to be just as important."

Autrey leads Lady Eagles to 84-75 win over Furman
By Ronnie Swinford

to play this season.
The win gives GSU an 8-3
conference mark, and keeps them
within a game of the SoCon leading East Tennessee State Lady
Buccaneers. The Lady Eagles
are currently tied for second in
the conference with Appalachian
State.
"We put forth good effort for
this game and we played pretty
well," Head Coach Drema Greer
said. The lone sour note for GSU
is that Johnson has been diagnosed with a tear of the anteriorcruciate ligament and will miss

Senior Staff Writer

Saturday afternoon Andrea
Autrey showed why she was
named SoCon Player-of-theWeek. Autrey scored a career
high 32 points to lead the Lady
Eagles to an 84-75 homecourt
win over the Furman Lady Paladins.
And Autrey was not the only
star for GSU.
Tara Anderson hit four of five
3-pointers and finished with 24
points. Anderson's 122 threepointers set the all-time career

Andrea Autrey
record, previously held by Jill
Dunn, who had 120. Anderson
still has at least four more games

Primeaux, Stacy Childers,
Marysue James, Johnson,
Autrey and Anderson. This group
won two straight conference titles
and two consecutive trips to the
NCAA tournament.
"It was a special day, with the
senior ceremony, and this group
has done more at GSU than any
other group that I can think of,"
Greer said.

Tara Anderson
the rest of the season.
Saturday the Lady Eagles
honored
seniors
Denise

The Lady Eagles last home
game of the regular season will
be against Davidson, Monday at
7:30 p.m.

Tennis aces Buckley, Nieto hope to lead GSU to SoCon title
By Kelly Linn Blake
Staff Writer

Under the coaching of Joe
Blankenbaker, the men's tennis
team is looking forward to a
promising season, though they
lost key players from last year's
team.
"We probably are not as strong
as we were last year because we
lost three players, forcing the
remaining players to move up a
level," Blankenbaker said.
John Buckley
But top player John Buckley
seems to see a bright future for
himself and his fellow team members.
"Although we have a fairly
young team, the new group of
players have adjusted accordingly," Buckley said.
Buckley, a junior from England, has had a long and prosperous tennis career. At the age

itsmg
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Wednesday, February 22,1995
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Russell Union
Prefunction Ballroom Area

DON'T MISS THE
EXCITEMENT!

my parents each think that they
were the ones responsible for my
playing tennis."
Though forced to give up rugby
to play tennis, John thinks he
made a wise decision in choosing
the less accident-prone sport.
'When I was around 13,1 broke

of 9, he was inspired by his parents' love of tennis and decided
to take up lessons.
While in his teens, he played
in junior tournaments and soon
after was recruited by GSU.
Buckley was All-Southern Conference in singles and doubles as
a freshman, and helped the team
take fourth in the conference
tournament.
As a sophomore, he reached
the Southern Conference finals,
and he continues to play strong
as a junior.
"John played the number two
spot last year and the move up to
number one is a big jump,"
Blankenbaker said.
When,, asked who was most
influential in his success,
Buckley jokingly said, "Actually

Buckley lives with three other
tennis players: Benoir St. Pierre,
Benny Johansson, and Nick
Hudson. This makes for a live-in
support group between the four.
Despite the hours spent on
the court, Buckley has a 3.8 GPA
studying English and German.

"I THINK THE WOMEN'S TEAM HAS A STRONG
POSSIBILITY OF WINNING THE CONFERENCE TITLE."
— ELIZABETH NIETO
my finger playing rugby, which
forced me to switch from a twohanded backhand to a singlehanded backhand," he said.
Little did he know that his
broken finger would be a blessing in disguise.
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KELLY'S VIDEOS
15 College Plaza
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912) 681-1942

Elizabeth Nieto

On the women's side, last
quarter Elizabeth Nieto and her
doubles partner, Bretta Wilms,
were ranked #17 nationally.
Neito is the Lady Eagles' topseeded player, and thinks GSU

is one of the best teams in the
Southern Conference.
"I think the women's team
has a strong possibility of winning the conference title," she
said.
Despite suffering from
tendonitis in her elbow, Nieto
plans to continue playing strong
and hard.
Originally from Caracas, Venezuela, Nieto received a call over
two years ago asking her to come
to the U.S. to play for GSU.
Nieto remembers her mother
telling her to play because she
was so hyper. Over a decade •
later, she's still plays tennis.
"Nieto is possibly the best
women's player we have ever
had," women's Head Coach Gary
Glassman said.

Eagle Print Shop
"On the loading dock"

I

Located across from the Russell Union
in the Williams Center

Mon. - Thur. 10:00 a.m -11:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
$2.50 one night - New Releases
$1.50 two nights - General Titles
$1.00 two nights - Childrens Movies
Rent One
Get One Free

r
i
i

Rent One
Get One Free
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Embroidered and
Screen Printed
Apparel
We are your one stop store!
Phone:681-5697 Fax:681-0795
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Pop singer
Amy Grant
learned hard
lessons

English professor believes everyone is unique
By Maggee S. Bedient
Staff Writer

There is a house in the small
town of Lenox, Ga., which early
in its career, served as a oneroom school for the community.
The "ghosts" of that schoolhouse pushed Sandra Rabitsch
into a career as a teacher. She
greatly admired her cousin who
was an English teacher, and she
wanted to be just like him.
Rabitsch completed her undergraduate and graduate work
at GSU and has taught here for
almost 26 years. She hasn't always taught college, however.
She spent four years in the high
school classroom - three at Savannah High and one at Southeast Bulloch.
She still works with high
school teachers as a consultant
in Applied Communication, a
program which trains students
who do not plan to go to college
after high school graduation.
Rabitsch bases her teaching
methods on the belief that everyone is a unique individual who
deserves her full attention.
Rabitsch also asserted that
everyone deserves the right to
have an education. One of her

causes is giving support to students with learning disabilities.
Someday, she would like to work
with an adult literacy program.
In addition to supervising the
departmental tutoring lab and
working side - by - side with
seven or eight graduate assistants who serve as tutors each
quarter, Rabitsch instructs
freshmen classes. Of these, her
favorite course to teach is English 152 because it combines
literature with writing - her two
favorite subjects.
"I have long been convinced of
the reading/writing connection,"
Rabitsch said. "Good readers almost invariably become better
writers, and that's what composition courses are all about."
Rabitsch also enjoys teaching English 090, a course designed to prepare students for
the Regents' Exam. She said students come highly motivated to
learn and to pass the course and
the test.
In her department, Rabitsch
is considered one of the more
difficult teachers.
Her response to this accusation wast she doesn't mind being
called "hard,"butshewouldmind

The Associated Press

English communication: Professor Rabitsch takes timeto help students in her lab class.
if she were called unfair, or if
students walked away feeling as
if they got nothing out of her
class.
Rabitsch said she believes in

upholding standards and preserving the integrity of a college
education. Students, she said,
benefit from high expectations.

Qouting Mark Twain, she
said,"the man who does not read
good books hasno advantage over
the man who can't read them."

TOR THAT TIME Of YEAR
IIHEA THIAGf ARE HEATIAG
UP OA THE BEACH

By LaTrinelsia Thomas
Staff Writer

GET YOURS ON CASSETTE SINGLE
FOR JUST $5.25 PER COPY(INCLUDES
SHIPPING) SEND CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER ALONG WITH ORDER FORM
BELOW TO:
RAD RICK PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 27184
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA 32411

£::

(A) • Deluxe Sonic Burger
• Regular French Fries
• Regular Soft Drink

$2.39

> Ex-Long Chili Cheese Coney
► Regular French Fries
• Rccutar Soft Drink
• Country Fried Steak Sandwich,
• Large French Fries
• Large Soft Drink

$2.89
$3.39

(E)

*
*

■ Super Sonic Cheeseburger
• Large French Fries
• Large Soft Drink

$3.59

WATCH FOR NIGHT-TIME KIDS EAT
FREE VALUE COUPONS!!!

You'll find them in your newspapers TV Guide - Shopper's Guide
THEY ARE A NEW YEAR'S TREAT!!!

COPIES ORDERED
QTY.
NAME
ArmRFSS

~J PHONE(

$

TOTAL
ENCLOSED

1

ENJOY YOUR SPRING BREAK

Special Photo
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Winners:Carrie Anne Trollinger (left) and Rebecca Green received
the National Council for Catholic Women Award.
one is currently serving as
the president of the Newman Association.
As president of the organization, she put together the Diocesan College Retreat and the
Deanery Youth Retreat.
O'Brien was impressed with
Green's organization skills and
commitment.
"Most students would just sort
of come and go, but she hung in
there with me," she said. "Her
consistency and dependability
are what stand out about her."
Green's willpower and reliability contributed to her receiving
the award.
She was also recognized for
serving as a youth director at St.
Matthew, being an active member of the Newman Association,

tne catholic college ministry, and
volunteering as a basketball
coach for 5-year-olds at the
Bulloch County Recreation Department.
O'Brien said it was important
to recognize Green and Trollinger
for their achievements.
"Women have made unbelievable strides," O' Brien said. 'That
is?why I initiate the award, to
bring women a sense of wholeness, and not to take the scale
the other way, but in an accomplishment of both men and
women together.
I think the award is saying
women of the future need to be
strong on the inside and take
charge of their lives because it is
what is really going to carry
women into the future," she said.

Winner of 11 awards in the 1994
Georgia College Press Association
Better Newspaper Contest

m

Second Place for General Excellence
Second Place for Best Campus
Community Service in News
Third Place for Best Campus
Community Service in Editorials

SONIC
!•- ~\g°SONIC - THE FAMILY PLACE
THIS FEBRUARY FOR
l*C&'i?
WINTER WARM-UPS^
WHY PAY MORE? ^3

COOI TIME
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GSU seniors honored for achievements
Two GSU students were honored as the first recipients of a
very prestigious award in
Statesboro.
Seniors
Carrie
Anne
Trollinger and Rebecca Lynn
Green recently were presented
the National Council of Catholic
Women Award by the Saint Matthew Council of Catholic Women.
The award is presented to
outstanding young catholic
women each year. It requires its
recipients be involved in volunteer services, church, school and
community.
Trollinger, a psychology major from Ormond Beach, Fla.,
works with the children at Blitch
Street Center and teaches Sunday School at St. Matthew Catholic Church.
Sister Pauline O'Brien said
she was very impressed by
Trollinger.
"She is always doing things
for people," O'Brien said. "A lot
of what Carrie did, she did not do
around the church. She was surprised when she was nominated."
Carrie is one of those rare students that come from home and
continue to go to church," she
said.'The majority of college students come to college their first
year and do not go to church, but
Carrie became involved when she
came here."
Trollinger was honored to receive the award.
"It is the most special award I
have received because I believe
in the Church," she said.
Trollinger was also noted for
being GSU's resident assistant
of the year in 1993, the first student representative on the Saint
Matthew Parish Council and
being an active member of the
Newman Association.
Green, an education major
from Atlanta, was also recognized for her leadership in the
catholic m inistry team.

Elizabeth Hayes

SANTA ANA, Calif. -Preaching Christianity and singing
songs can be easy, but singer.
Amy Grant says living the life is
another thing. Through years of prayer and
hard work, Grant helped her
gospel singer-husband Gary
Chapman overcome drug addiction. Now, the couple and their
three children are on a concert
tour.
"For all of us, life is about
living," Grant told the Orange
County Register during a preconcert interview in Denver.
"I know through my own indomitable stubborn streak the
most profound lessons that I've
learned in life I've learned the
hard way. I didn't learn them
from anybody else's lips," she
said.
"We're all doing the best we
can. Just about the time you set
yourself up as having it all together is just about the time you
crash qndburn."

WHITE WATER and AMERICAN
ADVENTURES invite you to our
JOB FAIR on
March 4th from IO-4 and
March 5th from 12-4
Hiring for all departments and
positions including:
+ Aquatics + Security
+ Foods
+ Merchandise
+ Customer Services
+ And more...
Competitive Pay and Benefits
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To advertise with an award
winning newspaper call
"%^

681-5418

Georgia Southern University's
official student newspaper sin
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01'Announcements
ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens
all classified ads prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for
legitimate products & services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads, particularly those
which ask for money or a credit card
number in advance of delivery of products
or services. Students are also urged to
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any
suspicious offers they might see in the
classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems
too good to be true, it probably is..
Go to Wash., DC. For spring break with
the Justice Studies Club! March 19 thru
March 22 see Prof. Ferguson in PSC Bid.
Or LB 11503.
Listen to Marianne on WVGS 91.9 Tues.
Nights from 9-11 for an alternative mood
swing.
Reward offered for information leading to
arrest of person(s) who took wheels and
tires off Blue Sentra at Towne Club apts.
On 2/17/95. Contact LB 9560
Sorority Spring Rush sign-up March 1
ll-2pm, March 2 2-4pm in Russell Union.
$10 registration fee. Checks only please.
Students may nominate deserving
individuals for Constructive
Leadership/Unselfish Service Awards. Will
be presented on Honors Day. Contact Cecil
Perkins 681-5754 for information.
The Southern Cyclists Bicycle Club's Fifth
Annual Meeting will be February 14th at
6:30pm at Shoneys in Statesboro. Program
will be: Rails to Thrails.
Tune in to WVGS 91.9 Wednesdays from
11am to 1pm for the mad, hip hop, Mr.
Versatile and sidekick shabba Marley
keeping it real all quarter.
Wanna go Whitewater rafting? Come join
the Outdoor Adventure Club! Discussing
upcoming trips tonight in Union rm 272 at
6:30. All members requested to attend.
Yoga Club meets Wednesdays, 5-6pm in
Russell Union. Check at info desk. Wear
loose, comfortable clothes. Beginners
welcome. Relax your body and your mind
-- release stress and reduce tension. Have
a mystical experience.

03-Autos for Sale

CAMP COUNSELOR for Southern
Summer Action Day Camp sponsored by
Campus Recreation Intramural
Departments and the Southern Center for
Continuing Education. Dates: June
14-August 15, Monday through Friday,
some evening hours. Salary: $1750. Apply
by March 15. Send a letter of application,
resume, and list of 3 references to Deborah
Champion, LB 8124, Statesboro, GA
30460-8124. Requirements: 2 years
experience in related field, CPR and
Standard First Aid certification, ability to
successfully work with children aged 8-13,
ability to plan and carry out appropriate
activities for the campers, ability to work
outdoors, and depedability.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Travel the
world while earning an excellent income in
the Cruise Ship and Land-Tour Industry.
Seasonal and full-time employment
available. No exp necessary. For info., call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C53944.
EXCELLENT MONEY-MAKING
OPPORTUNITY!! Start your own
home-based company NOW!! For more
info, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to : KMEOS L.B. 10601 GSU.
Female companion sitter needed for
in-home experience with daily care and
transfers helpful but not necessary. Some
weekends and overnight stays a must!!!
Need to have own reliable transportation,
flexible school schedule, and be
trustworthy. References will be checked.
For more information call 764-7313.
Immediate Employment, male and female.
We are hiring people to update the
Statesboro City Directory. Outside
canvassing, no experience needed, no sales
involved, guaranteed hourly wage, gas
allowance.
R.L. POLK AND CO.- 32 East Main St.
(rear entrance Parker Reality Building).
EOE Apply Monday-Friday 8:30-12:00.
LIFEGUARDS, managers, swim coaches.
Summer employment available in N.
Metro Atlanta area. Training classes
available. Alpha Pool Services, Inc.
1-800-868-9083.
LIFEGUARDS, POOL MANAGERS,
SWIM COACHES, SWIM
INSTRUCTORS, SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN NORTH METRO
SUBURBAN ATLANTA AREA.
CERTIFICATIONS CLASSES
AVAILABLE. CALL SWIMATLANTA
POOL MANAGEMENT, 992-7665.

'86 Chevy Cavalier, 4dr, Auto, Radio,
Clean inside, runs good. $950 OBO,
681-5536 (Day), 681-6341.

Lifeguards: Trinity Pools is now hiring
lifeguards, managers, swim coaches, swim
instructors, communication directors, and
service technicians for the Metro Atlanta,
Nashville, and Birmingham areas. Full
and part time summer positions are
available. For info call (404) 242-3800.

1989 Toyota Corolla LE sedan, maroon,
excellent condition, fully equipped, all
scheduled maintenance, $3,900. Tel. And
Fax: 681-2077.

MODELS needed for drawing class 1pm to
5pm. Tues. And Thurs. 4/11 thru 6/1.
Contact Pat Walker 681-5918 or Cindy
Brogdon 681-5358 to leave message.

Escort 88, $2800 OBO. 681-7324.

PEOPLE WANTED TO WORK SUMMER
IN MYRTLE BEACH, SC
Hiring Lifeguards and Beach Concession
Workers. Earn good money while working
on the Beach!! $$Salary plus bonuses$$
+ FREE HOUSING!! To apply or for
further information, call/fax Sun Beach
Service at 803-272-4170.

'84 Chevy Cavalier, 4dr, Auto, Air, Radio,
Tape player, Clean, runs good. $1,250
OBO. 681-5536 (Day), 681-6341.

For Sale: 68 Mustang V8, Automatic
transmission. In good shape, asking
$4,000. 654-1597. Glennville.

04*Auto Parts, Repair
For sale: Jeep Wrangler engine. 6 cylinder,
good condition. If you are looking to
upgrade your 4 cylinder to a 6 cylinder
this is a good buy. Call Mike 681-9542.
$400. OBO

09*Furniture & Appliances
For sale: 2 1/2X2 1/2 fridge. Good
condition. Will sell to best offer. 871-4593.
Leave message.
Twin size mattress. Call Debra at
681-5655 or 852-5239.

10'Garage Sales
Garage Sale! Sat. Feb. 25 from 7-lpm
across from Wendy's in the soccer field
parking lot. Great bargains sponsored by
Gamma Beta Phi. More info: 764-6476.

11 *Help Wanted
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-Students Needed!
Fishing Industry. Earn to $3,000 to
$6,000+ per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. Call (206) 545-4155.
ExtA53942

RESIDENTIAL CAMP STAFF. Camp
Jened serves adults who have a wide
range of disabilities. Join our summer
staff and have an incredible experience
working in the Catskill Mountains in New
York. Jobs available for counselors,
program staff, cooks and nurses. Season
runs from June 1 through August 17. Good
salary, room and board, and partial travel
expense. Call 914-434-2220, or write
Camp Jened P.O. Box 483, Rock Hill, New
SUMMER JOBS IN YELLOWSTONE!
Now hiring approxiamately 3,000 seasonal
employees to work in hotels, restaurants,
and other guest services. Please write or
call for applications. TW Recreational
Services Inc., P.O. Box 165, Yellowstone
National Park, WY 82190. (307) 344-5324.
AA/EOE/M/F/D/V. Please contact me as
soon as possible with rate and billing
information. Thanks for your help!

12«Lost& Found
Found one pair of black rimmed glasses in
front of South Building on 2/7/95. Call
764-3836
LOST KITTY-in S. Zetterower/Broad St.
Area. Medium sized black and white paws
and tummy. Female answers tc "Lamia"
please call 489-3775, if you've seen her.
Thanks.
3=a32333233CS£r5SCE£C£!33323^^

WITH OVER
500,000
SPRING BREAKERS
Panama City Beach,
FLORIDA
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13'Miscellaneous for Sale

19-Rentals& Real Estate

Authentic African Wear and Beads from
Ghana, West-Africa for sale. Men and
women. Dress African this month.
681-9577.

Available now off campus. 1 BR apt-2BR,
1 bath apt- office and trailer space.
764-5003.

Tired of roommates? Stadium Place is the
place for you!!! I need someone to take
over my lease for Spring and Summer qtr.
If interested, call 871-3217.

GRADUATING! Must sublease! Large one
bedroom, upstairs apartment. $290/mon.
Available spring qtr. Can leave some
furniture if needed. Call 681-8475.

21'Services

For sale: 20 different Nintendo games,
together or separate. Also VCR for
$10-doesn't work. Call and make offer on
games. 871-4854 Toby.
FOR SALE: Camo Army uniforms ,
canteens, web belt, ammo pouches, etc.
Priced to sell. Travis. 871-4382.
GREAT DEAL! 486Dx266 computer, 1
year old, 8 RAM, 343HD, both floppies,
14.4 Fax modem, 15" .28 monitor, 24 pin
color printer $2350. GREAT DEAL!
681-3950.
Like new Jean Jacket with leather
shingles on back. Great for wearing to the
Country Club. Asking $60, price is
negotiable. Call 681-2639.
Mongoose bike for sale: $150., but
negotiable. Ask for Gary. 681-8486.
Mountain bike: Specialized stumpjumper
M2 W/Rock Shox Mag 21. Grip shift,
Ringle, Onza clipless pedals, shoes. Will
sell separately. Insave prices. Call Frank
871-7030.
New 1994 Trek 930. 18" Rock shox. Single
track. Call 871-5147.
Packard Bell 486SX computer, 4 megs
memory, 170 meg hard disk mouse modem
and keyboard. Asking $700 or best offer.
Call 871-3078.
Peugeot Triathalon, Shimano 105 eqipped,
profile handlebars, Marie clipless pedals
w/look shoes. Sweet deal for only $250.
Call Matthew at 871-7030

heron 871-760^
avel Associates
The leader in Student Ski
& Beach Tours since 1979
Member Panama City Beaches
Chamber of Commerce

One bedroom apartment in Stadium Place
for rent beginning Spring Qtr. $290/mon.
Call 871-7554.
Reasonale rentals: 764-5003. Room for Rent. Own room $170/mon one
mile from campus. No deposit, fully
furnished. Low utility costs call Mike or
Rodney at 764-4426.
Sub-leaser needed for Player's Club,
Summer quarter. 2BR, 2BA. Call Jennifer
at 681-8734.

20'Roommates
Female roomate needed for Spring qtr.
Own room and bath. 1/3 utilities.
$200/mon. House @ 10 min. From campus.
Call Amy 489-6275. Rent negotiable.
Female roommate needed immediately to
take over lease at Player's Club. Own
bedroom. Call Kelly at 681-7601.
Female roommate needed own room. Low
utilities $188/mon. Call 489-2630.
Female roommate needed. Hawthorne 2.
Large room and bath. Great roommates.
Call 681-7375. Leave message for Jodi.

SCI: Southern Consolidated Industries
presents a limited edition handmade
Pendilum wall clock. For more info., call
681-8046 or write LB 8044. SCI committed
to excellence.

Female roommate to sublease at Player's
Club apt. For spring and summer qtr.
Own room with cable. Call 681-8985 or
(706)861-9422.

Surfboard for sale: Epoxy Rainbow 6'1"
Squashtail. Twin concave. Shaped by Al
Morrick. Tail patch and leash included.
Call Frank 871-7030

Immediately seeking male or female to
sublease Spring and Summer. No deposit,
no water bill. $275/mon. 1 bedroom and
bath apt. Call Dee at 681-9782.

Women's Jewelry-1.24ct. Round
Engagement ring, one 8in. 14kt.
Herringbone bracelet, and one diamon
heart ring. Must see to appreciate. For
viewing call Matthew 871-7030

Needed: WF to assume lease ASAP. Close
to campus, $200/mon + 1/2 util. Own room,
share bathroom. Call Dristin at 764-4267.

14*Motorcycles
1986 Honda Shadow 500. Excellent
condition. $1500 OBO. 871-3796,
weekdays only!

15*Musical
Individuals and bands looking for and
affordable way to record an high quality
demo tape. Call Dan 871-4113.

16-Personal
BALDING MALE WITH BAD TEETH
found a Citibank Photocard. Can't use it
because it looks nothing like me. Name on
the card is Dave Wilson. Nice Hair.
Beth-I love you so much, you're everything
to me. Love Toby.
Colleen Murphey!! Will you be my belated
love bug for Valentine's Day? I love you
Charles.
Jamie, thanks for a terrific formal. I hope
I will have more chances to catch you off
guard and speechless. Robby.
Marianne, love the show and the fudge
was a wonderful way to make Valentine's
alone bearable. Hope your love life
improves and you do not become to
philosophical. "O.K. Lady, I love you, Bye
Bye" Me.

17*Pets & Supplies
For sale: 3 1/2 ft. Ball Python includes 25
gal. Aquarium w/stand and two heat rocks
$150. Call 871-7123 after 6pm
FOR SALE: FULL BLOODED CHOW
PUPPIES. Born January 13, 1995, all
colors, both male and female. Call
681-5752 before 4:30.
IGUANA for sale. Med-large size. Very
healthy. $75, with large cage and lights
$120. 871-3291 ask for Mike W. Or leave
message.

Roommate needed ASAP to sub-lease one
bedroom in a three bedroom/2 bath house.
For more info, please call and leave
message. 681-9087.
Roommate needed ASAP! Georgia Villas
#17. Shared bedroom, W/D, central air,
$135/mon. Femalee preferred. Contact
Valarie or Regina. 681-6766. Please call.
Roommate needed ASAP. Spring and
summer. Great apartment in Hawthorne
2. Your own masterbedroom and bath.
Fully furnished except your room. Rent
only $212 neg. Half of March free. 1/4 util.
Please call Heather 871-7201. Leave
message.
Roommate needed during Spring and
Summer qtrs. Furnised room, cable, bath,
washer, dryer, kitchen; call Brad.
Williamson Johnson's Trailer Park Lot
#35 871-3795. $250/mon. Utilities
included.
Roommate needed for Spring and
Summer. Call 871-3581. Ask for Lincoln or
Ron.
Roommate needed for Spring Qtr or ASAP.
3 bedroom/2bath mobile home. 3 miles
from campus. $133/mon +1/3 util. Call
488-2386 for more info.
Roommate needed immediately! Player's
Club townhouses
$200/mon + 1/3 utilities. Have own
bedroom. Call Karen, 681-9163 or leave
message.
Roommate needed share 2bdr townhouse
apartment in College Vue Apartments.
Includes 1 1/2 bath microwave, utility
room, refrigerator, dishwasher. For more
info., call Gary at 681-8486.
SWF roommate needed for 2br furnished
apt. $150 + utilities. Call 489-4516, Shea.
TAKE OVER REMAINDER OF LEASE
$426 FOR THE QUARTER
MICROWAVE, WASHER/DRYER,
OWN BEDROOM SHARED BATH
ACROSS THE ST. FROM CAMPUS
i %'
CALL HUGHIE 681-2417
OR CAROLYN 404/463-3729 LEAVE
NAME/NUMBER

Two "special fuzzie" rabbits for sale. Baby
White Persian rabbit w/black nose and
another w/white and gray. Paid $40 a
piece but will sell each rabbit w/supplies
for $35. Call 871-4895 or 871-2829. Must
see to appreciate.

SHEAR DESIGNS
COMPLETE MATRIX SALON, PERMS
AND COLOR
GSU AND SENIOR DISCOUNTS
WALK INS WELCOME
HWY 67 AND BURKHALTER RD. NEXT
TO TIMESAVER
OPEN MON-SAT 10-7
681-9236
If you would like to have braids call
Chastidy at 681-9264.1 have 2 years
experience and affordable prices. Call for
an appointment today!!!
If you would like to have Braids, call
Chastidy at 681-9264. Two years
experience and affordable prices! Call for
an appointment today!
LIMOUSINE FOR RENT: PLEASE CALL
489-5925.

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS! New
up-to-date listings, complete with address
and phone# for Panama City Beaches or
Biloxi/Gulfport Casinos. Send SASE or
check or mo for $5.95 to JT
ENTERPRISES, 653 W 23rd St, #130,
Panama City, FL 32405-3922. Info mailed
out within 24 hours.

Wanted: Writers to
cover golf, tennis, and
other spring sports for
The George-Anne.
Contact Jeff Whitten
at 681-5246 for more
information, or stop by
Room 223 in the Williams Center to apply.

Mary Kay consultant is here! Contact
Leslye at 681-9745 with all your inquiries.
Free facials. We also carry products for.
MEN!
PERFECT PRESENTATIONS: Let us
typeset your thesis or term papers,
resumes, flyers, business cards,
letterhead, graphic designs. Leave
message concerning job for Carl at
TYPING-Papers, Resumes, Cover letters,
etc. Laser Printing. 764-5051.
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TYPING: Resumes, vitaes, lesson plans,
etc. Overnight guaranteed. Call Brenda,
764-1486.
Want help with English? Go to the LRC
tutorial center for help. It is free and if you
want private tutoring, the tutors can help
you.

23-Stereo & Sound
12" MTX speakers, King size waterbed,
Budweiser Pilsner Glasses, surround
sound processor. For any stereo, call
681-8804. Ask for Michael.
For sale: Pair of 8" kicker solo Baric
Speakers in box. $200 is a steal. Call
489-3929. Leave message.
FOR SALE: two 15" kicker competition
speakers. Excellent condition. $225 or best
offer. Call 681-3003. Ask for Donnie or
leave message and number.
Kenwood Car Stereo CD Player. Still in
Box $250. OBO call 681-7201
Sony car tape deck for sale with CD
changer control. CD changer included.
Must take both. $400. Call 489-6959. Ask
for Chris.

FOP THAT P00M
WH£NW&£AN
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That's Right!
You can find that
roommate by placing
an ad in the

George Anne's
Classified Ads section
Come by room 223
of the Williams Center.
As an added plus if
you're a student it's
free!
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FREE RENT

Just one of the advantages of being a Community Advisor
Interested in Becoming a CA?
Community Advisor Information Sessions
Wednesday, March 1, 1995
Session 1) 9:00 a.m. - Russell Union, Room 284
Session 2) 2:00 p.m. - Russell Union, Room 284
Session 3) 6:00 p.m. - Russell Union, Room 284
(You must attend one of these programs to apply)
Community Advisor Positions for '95-'96
Bermuda Run Players Club Stadium Walk
Eagle's Court Stadium Place Sussex Commons
Towne Club
The Seasons Stadium Club
Park Place
Stadium View
For more information,
contact the Office of Special Programs
Rosenwald,
Rm 289 or Phone: 681-5409
2S03CZZZZZZZZZEgZEffl33S3S3Z2ZO^
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EAGLE PRINT SHOP
"ON THE LOADING DECK"

CO

The Finest Beachfront Properties!
SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
AND
THE BOARDWALK BEACH
RESORT
Located next to Spinnaker
& Club La Vela
COMPLETE PACKAGES FROM:

Includes daily beach parties,
evening club parties with
bevererages, discounts and more.
Call now for details:

Need to sublease apt. For Spring 95
Player's Club Apt. Jill 489-6565. Call
between 10 and 5pm M-F.

28'Weekends & Travel

Cold Care Kits
Cold Care

TAKES THE LOAD OFF ALL OF YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
* BANNERS
* BUSINESS CARDS
* COLOR COPIES
* INVITATIONS
* LAMINATIONS
* PLAIN PAPER FAX SERVICE
* POSTERS
* TRANSPARENCIES
WE DELIVER LOADS OF RELIEF WITH QUALITY SERVICE
LOCATED ACROSS FROM RUSSELL UNION IN THE WILLIAMS
CENTER
PHONE: 681-5697 FAX: 681-7095
zzz&zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz^^

available at the Health Center
through our

^^C^X^%%X_^X\^

•No long waits to see a physician «No worries 'Express Lane moves at high speeds

Kits are now reduced from the normal $6.00 to

only $3.00 while supplies last.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES
681-5641

